Galactic and extragalactic studies have shown that metal-rich globular clusters (GCs) are approximately three times more likely to host bright low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs) than metal poor GCs. There is no satisfactory explanation for this metallicity effect. We tested the hypothesis that the number density of red giant branch (RGB) stars is larger in metal-rich GCs, and thus potentially the cause of the metallicity effect. Using Hubble Space Telescope photometry for 109 unique Milky Way GCs, we investigated whether RGB star density was correlated with GC metallicity. Isochrone fitting was used to calculate the number of RGB stars, which were normalized by the GC mass and fraction of observed GC luminosity, and determined density using the volume at the half-light radius (r h ). The RGB star number density was weakly correlated with metallicity [Fe/H], giving Spearman and Kendall Rank test p-values of 0.00016 and 0.00021 and coefficients r s = 0.35 and τ = 0.24 respectively. This correlation may be biased by a possible dependence of r h on [Fe/H], although studies have shown that r h is correlated with Galactocentric distance and independent of [Fe/H]. The dynamical origin of the r h -metallicity correlation (tidal stripping) suggests that metal-rich GCs may have had more active dynamical histories, which would promote LMXB formation. No correlation between the RGB star number density and metallicity was found when using only the GCs that hosted quiescent LMXBs. A complete census of quiescent LMXBs in our Galaxy is needed to further probe the metallicity effect, which will be possible with the upcoming launch of eROSITA.
INTRODUCTION
Low-mass X-ray binaries (LMXBs) have companion stars of masses 1.5 M and are found in the field of a galaxy as well as in globular clusters (GCs). LMXBs form more efficiently in GCs due to increased stellar densities (Katz 1975; Clark 1975; Fabian et al. 1975; Pooley et al. 2003) , and studies of Milky Way LMXBs found that their formation rate per unit stellar mass is 100 times greater in GCs compared to the field (Katz 1975; Clark 1975) . Similar results have been found in elliptical galaxies (Sarazin et al. 2003; Kim et al. 2006; Sivakoff et al. 2007; Kundu et al. 2007; Humphrey & Buote 2008; Kim et al. 2009 ). Numerous relationships exist between GC properties and LMXBs. Globular clusters that are brighter/more massive, more compact (with smaller core radius r c ), and more metal-rich (redder) favour LMXB formation in both the Milky Way (Grindlay 1993; Bellazzini et al. 1995) and other nearby galaxies (Kundu et al. 2002; Maccarone et al. 2004; Trudolyubov & Priedhorsky 2004; Sivakoff et al. nvulic@uwo.ca 2007; Kundu et al. 2007; Peacock et al. 2010; Paolillo et al. 2011; Kim et al. 2013; Agar & Barmby 2013; Mineo et al. 2014; Vulic et al. 2014) . These studies have confirmed that metal-rich clusters are ∼ 3 times more likely to host LMXBs with limiting luminosities > 10 36 erg s −1 for Milky Way and extragalactic observations. The dependence on mass and compactness is straightforward to explain because more stars and a higher density promote stellar interactions that create binaries. However, the metallicity dependence is still a mystery.
Various explanations have been suggested to explain the metallicity dependence, such as magnetic braking in main sequence stars (Ivanova & Kalogera 2006) or irradiation-induced stellar winds in low-metallicity stars (Maccarone et al. 2004) . Bellazzini et al. (1995) was the first to indicate that the larger radii and masses of metal-rich stars would increase the rate of tidal capture in metal-rich GCs, thus increasing the number of LMXBs. Ivanova et al. (2012) posited that the difference in number densities and average masses of red giant stars in metal-rich versus metal-poor extragalactic GCs can explain the difference. Depending on their evolutionary state, GC-LMXBs can have either a main sequence, red giant, or white dwarf companion. Red giants promote dynamical formation of LMXBs via binary exchange interactions and physical collisions, serving as the seeds for dynamical formation of bright LMXBs. A strong argument for red giants being donor stars for neutron star GC-LMXBs with X-ray luminosities > 10 37 erg s −1 is that these systems require companions with higher mass-loss rates. A full population synthesis study is still needed to confirm the red giant scenario, but here we attempt to address the observational effect.
We will use observations of Galactic GCs to compare the number and number density of red giants in clusters with and without LMXBs. In the Milky Way, 18 bright LMXBs are known in 14 GCs (Bahramian et al. 2014) . Simulations by Ivanova et al. (2008) have shown that RGB stars are not expected to be donors for most Galactic GC-LMXB systems. However, RGB stars cannot be resolved in extragalactic GC cores, and so we are limited to the Milky Way population. While the prediction of Ivanova et al. (2012) was for bright (> 10 37 erg s −1 ) extragalactic neutron star GC-LMXBs, red giants serve as the seeds for bright ultracompact white dwarfneutron star systems. In addition, main sequence-neutron star binaries (e. g. that are not X-ray sources) or LMXBs (below the 'bright' limit) can evolve into the typical bright persistent LMXBs as observed in extragalactic studies. To assess whether the number of red giants in LMXB-hosting clusters is proportionally larger than in GCs without LMXBs, we will use the method devised by Nataf et al. (2013, hereafter N13) . N13 used 72 Galactic GCs to study the red giant branch bump brightness and number counts by combining data from the Hubble Space Telescope (HST) Advanced Camera for Surveys (ACS) and Wide-field Planetary Camera 2 (WFPC2) instruments. They found that the 'bump' brightness and number have a strong dependence on metallicity, foreshadowing a likely dependence of GC-LMXBs on the number of red giants. They reported the total number of red giants in 48 GCs, which we will use in addition to 61 other GCs to investigate the effect of red giants on the metallicity dependence of LMXBs in Galactic GCs.
DATA
We use data from two large HST surveys of Milky Way GCs. The first was carried out by Piotto et al. (2002) using the F439W and F555W filters on the WFPC2 instrument (WF2/WF3/WF4 each has a resolution of 0.1 pixel −1 , PC1 has a resolution of 0.046 pixel −1 ). They studied 74 GCs with a wide range of properties by investigating colour-magnitude diagrams (CMDs), which are complete to approximately the main sequence turnoff. The Planetary Camera was centred on the cluster centre in each case. The more recent treasury survey by Sarajedini et al. (2007) and Dotter et al. (2007) used the F606W and F814W filters on the ACS Wide Field Camera instrument (resolution of 0.05 pixel −1 ). Each cluster was centred in the ACS field. The program studied 71 GCs and obtained photometry with S /N 10 for stars down to 0.2 M . The benefit of using these treasury surveys is that in studying various aspects of Galactic GCs the authors produced precise and consistent photometric catalogues. Both catalogues have carried out artificial star tests that confirm completeness on the RGB. N13 used 72 Galactic GCs by combining the ACS and WFPC2 surveys. Because the authors were studying the RGB bump, they only chose clusters that had well-populated RGBs and RGB bumps (N RGBB ≥ 10), and were not affected by differential reddening. They called this their 'gold' sample, which consisted of 48 GCs for which they reported RGB numbers. The remaining 24 GCs that made up their 'silver' sample had anomalous RGB bumps. The RGB numbers from the 48 GCs in the gold sample of N13 will be used in our study; we independently determine N RGB for the remaining clusters. Combining the ACS and WFPC2 datasets there are 109 unique Galactic GCs, of which N13 analysed 48. The remaining 61 GCs consist of 34 from the ACS survey and 27 from the WFPC2 survey. To be consistent in our analysis we followed the methods of N13 to obtain RGB numbers for these GCs. First, we summarize some issues regarding the data that have been addressed by N13. The photometric filters used in each survey were different, and thus a standard calibration needed to be adopted. Photometric values were transformed from the F439W/F555W and F606W/F814W filters for WFPC2 and ACS, respectively, into the Johnson (V, B − V) and (I, V − I) planes in the original catalogue papers. A comparison between 13 GCs that were common to both surveys found that the difference in the derived V magnitudes was negligible. The magnitudes from both catalogues are not reddening-corrected. Using both ACS and WFPC2 data it is possible that crowding could have been an issue. However, because PC1 was centred on the core of each GC, this effect will be reduced given the similar resolution (to ACS) and concentration of RGB stars in cluster cores.
ISOCHRONE FITTING
Before we determined the number of RGB stars, we plotted isochrones for each of the 61 GCs to guide our analysis. We plotted isochrones only to identify the different regions of the CMD, such as the subgiant, red giant, asymptotic giant, and horizontal branches. We do not aim to determine the age, distance, or metallicity of a GC using this method but only to better approximate the RGB. We used the isochrones provided by the Dartmouth Stellar Evolution Database 1 , which provides isochrone grids based on the original 2008 version photometric systems (Dotter et al. 2008) . We used the ACS Galactic Globular Cluster Survey isochrones that include the BVI/F606W/F814W empirical colours for the ACS dataset. These isochrones were created by Dotter et al. (2007) specifically for the ACS catalogue we use here. We used the empirical BVI colour isochrones from VandenBerg & Clem (2003) for our WFPC2 dataset. All isochrone grids have age intervals of 250 Myr between ages of 1 − 5 Gyr, and 500 Myr intervals between ages of 5−15 Gyr. Metallicities for [Fe/H] range from −2.5 to +0.5, with steps of 0.5 in the range of interest for our work (0.0 to −2.5). The α-enhancement [α/Fe] is another probe of the metallicity, and in the models it refers to enhancements in the following α-capture elements: O, Ne, Mg, Si, S, Ca, Ti. The value of [α/Fe] ranges from −2 to 8 in steps of 2. The models assume an initial He mass fraction Yinit = 0.245 + 1.54Z, with additional grids using Y init of 0.33 and 0.40 for [α/Fe] of 0.0 and 0.4 (see Table 2 of Dotter et al. (2007) for more details).
To determine the best-fitting isochrones for each of our GCs, we first assumed the metallicity [Fe/H] given by Harris (1996 Harris ( , 2010 2 and found the nearest value of [Fe/H] from the isochrone grid. We then plotted isochrones with ages ranging from 1−15 Gyr for each of the 10 different combinations of [α/Fe] and initial He mass fraction values on our CMDs. The isochrone BV I magnitudes were adjusted for each cluster using its distance from the Sun (H10). Because we used the raw Johnson BV I magnitudes that were not corrected for reddening, we shifted our isochrones based on the E(B − V) values given in H10. For the ACS survey, since we were working in the (I, V − I) plane, we converted the reddening using E(V − I) = 1.26 × E(B − V) (Cardelli et al. 1989; Barmby et al. 2000) . We obtained A V and A I using the standard Galactic extinction law (Cardelli et al. 1989) . A number of GCs had all their isochrones shifted away from the main sequence and RGB, with no overlap. This arose from the uncertainty in the distance to a GC and also the conversion factor for reddening, which caused inaccurate E(V − I) values. For these isochrones we shifted the E(V − I) values to account for this effect. We chose the best-fitting CMD that most accurately represented the main sequence, subgiant and red giant branches. We cross-checked the ages determined from isochrone fitting with results from Dotter et al. (2010) , who used the HST magnitude plane for isochrone fitting, to ensure our results were consistent. We report the results of our isochrone fitting in Table 1 , where the parameters do not reflect precise values for each cluster but instead the values for a specific isochrone.
RED GIANT BRANCH STAR NUMBERS
In order to determine the number of RGB stars in each GC, N RGB , we inspected the CMDs of each cluster individually to create a bounded area that represented the RGB. Following the technique of N13 (D. M. Nataf, priv. comm.), we required the bounding region for the RGB to be as long and wide as possible. We selected the lower bound to be approximately 0.5 magnitudes above the mean brightness of the subgiant branch. This attempts to eliminate any foreground stars that may be contaminating the region. Specifically, some clusters had abrupt subgiant branches where the main sequence and RGB are not well-separated, introducing more contamination from foreground stars near the subgiant branch region of the CMD. The upper bound was selected based on the decreasing density of stars towards the tip of the RGB, and the beginning of the curve in the distribution of stars that represents the start of the asymptotic giant branch. In some cases the horizontal branch could be used as a reference point for the end of the RGB. We limited the width of the parallelogram resulting from the lower and upper bounds for two reasons. First, moving too far blueward of the RGB can result in horizontal branch stars being included in our estimate of N RGB . Second, the wider our parallelogram, the higher incidence of foreground stars we can expect to contaminate our sample, further biasing our approximation. In Figure 1 we show the CMD of NGC 7099, a metal-poor GC with minimal extinction and large concentration parameter. The blue parallelogram reflects the criteria just summarized, and includes 332 RGB stars. The CMDs for the remaining ACS and WFPC2 GCs are in Appendices A and B, respectively. In Table 2 we present the N RGB values and the properties for each GC in our study. This includes cluster parameters from H10: absolute V magnitude M V , metallicity [Fe/H], concentration parameter (log r tidal rcore ), core radius r c , half-light radius r h , and the distance from the Sun R Sun . The upper and lower limits (UL and LL) on N RGB were derived using √ N for values ≥ 50 and Poisson statistics (Gehrels 1986 ) for values < 50. We also include the mass and mass-to-light ratios M/L taken from ([α/Fe] ) are the values used for the best-fitting isochrones and do not reflect precise values for each cluster. The E(B − V) values are taken from H10, while the E(V − I) values were derived using E(V − I) = 1.26 × E(B − V) (Cardelli et al. 1989; Barmby et al. 2000) . E(V − I) values were only needed for ACS data because CMDs were created in the (I, V − I) plane. This conversion was not accurate for all clusters and therefore an offset in the original E(B − V) values for ACS clusters was introduced to properly align the isochrone. This value is shown in the sixth column as E(B − V) Shift. The last column indicates which camera was used to observe the cluster.
NORMALIZATIONS

Globular Cluster Luminosity and Foreground Contamination
A number of normalizations were required in order to effectively use the N RGB parameter in our analysis. The first and most obvious is for the instrument field of view. For the 109 unique GCs for which N RGB was determined, 71 come from the ACS survey and 38 from the WFPC2 survey. The ACS instrument has a slight paral- lelogram shape and is comprised of the Wide Field Camera 1 and 2, with a total field of view of 202 by 202 . The WFPC2 is made up of 4 CCDs, 3 wide field cameras (WF2, WF3, WF4), each with field of view 75 by 75 , and the Planetary Camera (PC1), having a 32 by 32 field of view. Therefore the WFPC2 is essentially a square of area 150 a side with a piece missing due to the size of PC1. We needed to account for the difference in observed area of each cluster including the different fields of view of ACS and WFPC2. All GCs in the ACS survey were observed twice in each filter, with the fields overlapping each other close to the 100% level. The WFPC2 survey was a snapshot program where the numerous exposures overlapped similar to the ACS survey. We determined the total area observed for each cluster (in pc 2 ) by counting the nonzero pixels in the merged images for both the ACS and WFPC2 surveys.
However, the issue was exacerbated because the fraction of each GC observed (physical size) depends on the instrument field of view and the cluster's distance. Therefore the appropriate correction involved determining the fraction of cluster luminosity observed, L frac = L obs /L total , where L obs is observed cluster luminosity and L total is the total luminosity of the cluster. L total was calculated by using GC absolute magnitudes 3 M V from H10. No uncertainties are reported for any of the M V values and so we adopt a conservative universal uncertainty of 0.2 magnitudes, consistent with the uncertainty of the globular cluster luminosity function peak (Kavelaars & Hanes 1997) . For this calculation and others, we used the reference values from Mamajek (2012) for the Sun 4 of L ,bol = 3.8270 ± 0.0014 × 10 33 erg s −1 , M ,bol = 4.7554 ± 0.0004, m ,bol = −26.8167 ± 0.0004. The observed cluster luminosities, L obs , were calculated by summing the photometry from each cluster field. Because each star in a field of view has an apparent magnitude m V associated with it, we converted to flux and determined L obs . By working in the V−band for all clusters and using M V to get L total we remain consistent within one passband. However, by summing the flux from all stars in a given field of view we were also including the contribution from foreground stars, which biases our calculations. This has the opposite effect of extinction in that it would raise our total observed luminosity. To account for this effect we estimated the contamination from Galactic foreground stars using the Besançon models 5 (Robin et al. 2003) . Using the (Galactic) co-ordinates from the centres of the ACS and WFPC2 images (not always the cluster centres), along with the solid angle in deg 2 , we obtained a detailed list of parameters of foreground stars for each cluster. For the solid angle, we used the area for each cluster field of view as described above. The models produce reliable predictions for the luminosity and colour distributions in the optical/nearinfrared for the stars expected to be in the field of view. We used the apparent magnitudes m V and given visual extinctions A V from the model to determine the total absolute V magnitude from foreground stars, M V (fgstars). Subtracting this foreground flux from the total observed flux allowed us to calculate accurate observed cluster luminosities. L total represents the actual cluster luminosity after removing the foreground star contamination and correcting for extinction.
For some of the clusters we were not able to accurately determine a value for L frac , likely due to the uncertainty associated with distance, extinction, and the foreground star modelling/photometry. For 3 GCs, namely Lynga 7, Palomar 12, and Terzan 7, we had to remove the brightest star from the photometric catalogue. These stars were 2 − 3 magnitudes brighter than the next brightest star, which was part of the smooth distribution of cluster stars. For NGC 6453 and Palomar 2, we used updated extinction values E(B − V) from Schlafly & Finkbeiner (2011) obtained using the NASA/IPAC database 6 . Our L frac values vary from 5% − 97%, where the lower limit corresponds to NGC 4372, a large, nearby (5.8 kpc) GC that was observed with the small field of view of WFPC2. The upper limit of 97% is for Palomar 1, a very dense GC with small core and half-light radii observed with ACS. In Figure 2 we show the number of RGB stars normalized by the observed GC luminosity vs. metallicity. Clusters with LMXBs are indicated by filled red circles and clusters with qLMXBs by open blue circles. NGC 6440 and NGC 7078 (M15) each have two LMXBs. From our sample of 109 GCs we have 10 bright LMXBs in 8 GCs. We used results compiled by Verbunt & Lewin (2006) and Bahramian et al. (2014) for LMXBs and qLMXBs in Galactic GCs (see Table 2 ). The uncertainties on [Fe/H] were taken from Carretta et al. (2009) . For the five GCs in our sample that didn't have uncertainties on [Fe/H], IC 1257, Lynga 7, NGC 6426, NGC 6540, and Terzan 8, we set them to the mean uncertainty value of the remaining GCs. The N RGB distribution still needs to be normalized in order to appropriately assess its impact on LMXB formation. We present the values of L frac , ∆L frac , and M V (fgstars) for each cluster in Table 2 .
Globular Cluster Mass
Normalizing N RGB by the fraction of observed luminosity accounts for RGB stars that would have been observed had the field of view been larger. However, even if each GC had L frac = 1, our result would still be biased towards clusters that are more massive, which by extension have a larger number of RGB stars. Because the relative N RGB is important, we needed to normalize N RGB by the mass of 5 http://model.obs-besancon.fr/ 6 http://irsa.ipac.caltech.edu/applications/DUST/ each GC. We calculated cluster masses using our value for the total cluster luminosity L total and the mass-to-light ratio M/L of the cluster. McLaughlin & van der Marel (2005) Table 8 , column 6 of their paper) for 148 Galactic GCs, which includes the 109 GCs in our work (see Table 2 ). The M/L ratios were derived using the code from Bruzual & Charlot (2003) and the disc initial mass function of Chabrier (2003) . We used our cluster luminosities to determine the mass of each GC in our sample. In Figure  3 we show the relationship between N RGB /L frac and the GC mass.
As expected, the number of RGB stars increases with GC mass. The datapoint with a large uncertainty in N RGB is NGC 4372, which happens to be the cluster for which L frac was 5%, having a large uncertainty of 15% (300% relative). A weighted least-squares fit to the data produced the relationship in equation 1.
In addition, GC mass has a strong influence on the presence of an LMXB (e.g. Sivakoff et al. 2007; Vulic et al. 2014) . Therefore not only are we removing the intrinsic dependence of RGB number on mass but also a parameter (mass, via N RGB ) that is known to promote the production of LMXBs. When normalizing by GC mass we obtain the number of RGB stars per unit mass, N RGB M −1 , which we call RGB frac . In Figure 4 we plot RGB frac vs. metallicity using the same format as Figure 2 . Figure 4 shows that RGB frac varies very little with metallicity, where only a slightly positive correlation may exist. The much larger uncertainties in the RGB frac parameter are a result of the uncertainty in GC masses, which propagate from the values for total cluster luminosity L total . A weighted least squares fit to the data is shown by the solid line and reproduced in equation 2, where M GC6 is the GC mass in terms of 10 6 M .
We have effectively removed the bias that would exist in this relationship due to mass and thus have a quantity RGB frac that can be independently compared to the metallicity. This is important because a mass-metallicity relationship could also affect our results. In early-type galaxies, the brighter metal-poor GCs show a relationship between mass and metallicity, dubbed the 'blue tilt', thought to arise from self-enrichment in GCs (Peng et al. 2006; Harris et al. 2006; Mieske et al. 2006; Strader et al. 2006; Bailin & Harris 2009 ). In the Milky Way, a mass-metallicity relationship has not been detected for several reasons (e.g. cluster to cluster scatter in mean [Fe/H], sample size, mass limit), although its existence has not been ruled out (Strader & Smith 2008) . Therefore it is beneficial to remove the dependence on mass to avoid any intrinsic dependence of massive metal-poor Galactic GCs on metallicity.
To test whether a statistically significant relationship existed between RGB frac and [Fe/H], we split our data into separate groups that represented all GCs, those with LMXB, qLMXBs, and either an LMXB or qLMXB. Performing Spearman's rank test on each of these groups for the RGB frac and metallicity parameters all returned p-values > 0.1, indicating we cannot reject the null hypothesis (i.e. there is no evidence for correlation). 
Globular Cluster Volume
While there is no correlation between RGB frac and metallicity, the predictions of Ivanova et al. (2012) were based on the hypothesis that the number densities of RGB stars influence the formation rate of LMXBs. Therefore we must normalize this value by some volumetric quantity. We used the half-light radius r h (in pc) to determine the volume of a cluster. Uncertainties on r h were taken from McLaughlin & van der Marel (2005) and were on average < 10%, where this mean value was used for GCs without uncertainties. r h is a characteristic scale for the size of a GC because it is not affected by dynamical evolution in the same way r c is. The uncertainty associated with r c can be large (e.g. Goldsbury et al. 2013) , and the small values for many GCs mean that our sample size of RGB stars enters the Poisson regime. r c is also known to be one of the strongest indicators of LMXB formation via the stellar encounter rate, and we want to exclude parameters that influence LMXB formation. One would expect the majority of RGB stars to be located near the centre of a GC due to mass segregation, as they are among the most massive members of the cluster that appear on the CMD. There are a number of caveats with using r h to determine the volume within which RGB stars are located. Firstly, not all RGB stars will be located within r h . Because we only have projected distances of stars and not a 3D distribution, we can't account for the distance of stars from the GC core along the line of sight. Therefore we cannot determine what fraction of the RGB stars that we have identified will be within r h . This would affect the number density of RGB stars since the volume within which a percentage of RGB stars resides would be different for each GC. However, while the projected and 3D distributions are not the same, this effect will average out for all clusters. We checked the radial distribution of the RGB stars we identified in each GC and most are not peaked near the core but instead can be approximated by a Gaussian. Using r h means we assumed a constant density of RGB stars in the cluster to the half-light radius, which is not accurate given the radial distribution of all stars. This assumption is justified because while the stellar distribution peaks in the core, the peak of the RGB star distribution generally does not, so r h as a characteristic size scale for GCs is acceptable in this case. Secondly, r h is another parameter, like mass, that influences the formation of LMXBs, where GCs with smaller r h (more compact) have been shown to preferentially host LMXBs in the Milky Way (Bregman et al. 2006 ) and other galaxies (Sivakoff et al. 2007; Peacock et al. 2010;  Figure 3. The number of RGB stars N RGB normalized by the fraction of observed cluster luminosity L frac vs. the cluster mass. GC metallicity [Fe/H] is indicated by the colourbar to the right. The strong correlation between the total number of RGB stars in a GC and its mass is evident, as expected. The dashed line shows the weighted least squares fit to the data, which is given in equation 1. Vulic et al. 2014) . The stellar encounter rate Γ, which influences LMXB production, has a stronger correlation with LMXB occurrence when calculated using the core radius r c as opposed to r h (e.g. Peacock et al. 2010; Bahramian et al. 2013; Agar & Barmby 2013) . Even so, by using r h we would introduce an additional confounding effect in attempting to find a relationship between the RGB star density and [Fe/H] . This is a difficult degeneracy to remove since any measurement of the RGB density requires an estimation of the volume. In addition, r h has been shown to be weakly negatively correlated with [Fe/H] in M31 GCs (Barmby et al. 2007 ), while Vanderbeke et al. (2015) found tentative evidence for a correlation between r h and [Fe/H] in Galactic GCs. Vanderbeke et al. (2015) state that this trend is caused by metal-rich GCs being more centrally concentrated than metal-poor GCs. Studies have found that most GC populations have metal-rich GCs that are on average 20% (∼ 0.4 pc) smaller than metal-poor GCs, likely due to different dynamical histories (e.g. Kundu & Whitmore 1998; Larsen et al. 2001; Jordán et al. 2005; Harris 2009; Paolillo et al. 2011 ). Vanderbeke et al. (2015 concluded that the origin of the size difference (r h ) is related to the Galactocentric distance and not [Fe/H] . Miocchi et al. (2013) studied 26 Galactic GCs and also confirmed that the correlation between half-mass radius and Galactocentric radius does not depend on other cluster properties. Both studies confirm a purely dynamical origin for the correlation, suggesting tidal stripping from the bulge/disc was responsible for the correlation. If indeed r h is independent of [Fe/H] and is only correlated with Galactocentric distance, then the location of a GC (and not r h ) influences its metallicity. Therefore, we calculated the RGB density using r h and show its relationship with [Fe/H] in Figure 5 .
The RGB star number density shows a stronger correlation with metallicity than does N RGB . A weighted least-squares fit to the data produced the relationship in equation 3.
RGB Density = log 10
Using Spearman's rank test we found a p-value of 0.00016 and coefficient r s = 0.35. Our p-value means we can reject the null hypothesis that the data is drawn from a random distribution, and the coefficient indicates a moderate linear relation. We also used the Kendall rank test and found a p-value of 0.00021 and coefficient τ = 0.24. Kendall's rank test is not as sensitive to uncertainty as Spearman's rank test but is more accurate for nonlinear correlations. The GCs with LMXBs preferentially have larger RGB star number densities as we expected based on their relation with r h , and all GC-LMXBs are located above the line of best fit in Figure  5 . The qLMXBs are more prevalent in the metal-poor population and have larger mean RGB star number densities than the rest of the metal-poor population. However, GC 47 Tucanae (NGC 104), for example, has 5 qLMXBs, and so the qLMXB distribution in our Figures does not accurately represent number statistics for individual qLMXBs but instead of the clusters within which they reside. A detailed analysis of this population is beyond the scope of this work.
In Figure 6 we plot the unnormalized RGB star density (i.e. RGB stars not divided by GC mass) against metallicity. This quantity best represents the number density of RGB stars as defined in Ivanova et al. (2012) . Because there is no evidence of a massmetallicity relation for Galactic GCs, the fact that RGB stars are highly correlated with mass should not cause a metallicity effect. However, the explicit dependence of volume on r h , which in turn affects LMXB formation and can influence metallicity, remains. In equation 4 we present the weighted least squares fit from Figure  6 . A Spearman Rank test gave a p-value of 0.0035 and coefficient r s = 0.28, indicating a slightly less significant correlation compared to the mass-normalized case.
RGB Number Density = log 10
In Table 2 we report our values for the RGB fraction RGB frac and indicate whether the GC hosts an X-ray source. Where upper and lower limits (UL and LL) are indicated, Poisson statistics (Gehrels 1986 ) are used for values < 50 while √ N is used for values ≥ 50.
IMPACT OF RGB STARS ON GLOBULAR CLUSTER LMXBS
Our sample contains 10 LMXBs in 8 different GCs and 22 GCs with at least one qLMXB. Figure 6 shows that the number density (Gehrels 1986 ) for values < 50. L frac is the fraction of the total cluster luminosity that was observed in the field of view of the given HST instrument. M V (fgstars) is the absolute V magnitude from foreground stars in the cluster field of view obtained from the Besançon models (Robin et al. 2003) . Mass-tolight ratios are taken from Table 8 , which has a steeper slope than the RGB frac best fit. This stems from the fact that GCs with smaller r h are more massive. The link between r h and LMXBs is evident as the metal-rich LMXB-hosting GCs (red circles) are among the GCs with the highest RGB star number density at a given [Fe/H] . The correlation is biased by the intrinsic dependence of RGB star density on r h (compactness), however this degeneracy is difficult to remove.
of RGB stars is correlated with the metallicity of a GC. This confirms the prediction of Ivanova et al. (2012) that the number density of RGB stars is larger in metal-rich GCs, and therefore a key contributor to the dynamical formation of LMXBs. However, the correlations and degeneracies between GC parameters and LMXB formation means that RGB star number density is not the only cause of the metallicity effect. To assess the impact of RGB star density on LMXBs we need to identify their properties, such as confirmed optical counterparts and L X .
qLMXB Contribution
Unlike LMXBs, qLMXBs are not expected to have red giants as donors (or seeds of formation) because they are not bright persistent sources. While qLMXBs have L X 10 35 erg s −1 , XRB duty cycles in general are not well-known and thus qLMXBs could be in a transition state. Based on the low X-ray luminosities and hence low mass transfer rates, they should have main sequence or white dwarf companions (not ultracompact, i.e. their orbital periods are > 1 h). Searches for optical counterparts to qLMXBs have generally only proposed candidates (e.g. Heinke et al. 2005 Heinke et al. , 2009 Maxwell et al. 2012 ). This does not rule out the possibility that some have RGB star companions, although this scenario would require a large orbital separation and/or reduced mass loss rates. However, no relationship between qLMXBs and mass nor metallicity in the Galaxy (extragalactic observations are not sensitive enough to detect qLMXBs) has been found (Heinke et al. 2003) . Therefore a relationship between qLMXBs and RGB star density is not expected to exist, and as Figures 4 and 5 show the distribution of qLMXB clusters is not metallicity dependent. A KS test of the RGB frac parameter for qLMXBs and non-LMXBs yielded a p-value of 0.66 and for the RGB star density parameter a p-value of 0.68, meaning we cannot reject the null hypothesis of uncorrelated values for either case. This result requires more investigation to analyse the qLMXB frequency in each GC and metallicity. The qLMXBs with the largest RGB star numbers (NGC 5139, NGC We also analysed the distribution of qLMXBs to study their dependence on metallicity. When we split the qLMXBs into populations based on metallicity at [Fe/H] = −1.0 (the approximate separation of the bimodal [Fe/H] distribution; Bellazzini et al. 1995) , we found the fraction of GC-qLMXBs was 14% larger (as a fraction of the total GCs in that population) in the metal-poor (31%) vs. the metal-rich (17%) population. The number of qLMXBs within a GC can vary (see Section 5.3), and so this result is only based on the number of GCs that host at least one qLMXB. In addition, selection effects are a large source of uncertainty because many GCs have not been observed at the L X limits for detecting qLMXBs. We have not included statistics for multiple qLMXBs within one GC. More work into the nature of qLMXBs and GC metallicity is needed. As Ivanova et al. (2008) states, an independent correlation (or lack thereof) between qLMXB number and metallicity can help us better understand the metallicity dependence on LMXB formation.
GC-LMXB Metallicity Relation
While qLMXBs are not known to be dependent on GC metalliticity, LMXB formation is. However, metallicity is known to be related to many other GC parameters, such as mass and density. Despite this, the metallicity effect has been shown to be independent of other factors. Kim et al. (2013) showed that for a sample of 408 extragalactic GC-LMXBs, the mass-metallicity relation was negligible (15%) compared to the factor of 3 difference in LMXB production between metal-rich and metal-poor GCs. Kim et al. (2013) also found that for extragalactic LMXBs, the metallicity dependence not only hold for all bright LMXBs, but that the effect is independent of X-ray luminosity (> 10 36 erg s −1 ), stellar age, dynamical properties (e.g. stellar encounter rate, Galactocentric distance), and selection effects. This makes the prediction that RGB star density causes the LMXB-metallicity dependence more intriguing, since the remain-ing GC parameters have been separated from the metallicity dependence (there is no known mass-metallicity relationship for Milky Way GCs). The results of our study are only physically relevant if the initial conjecture is true: that LMXB companions should be RGB stars. Therefore we need to identify what fraction, if any, of the LMXBs in our sample are actually known to have RGB star counterparts.
Milky Way GC-LMXB Counterparts
An issue with work of this nature is that it is incredibly difficult to definitively determine the companions of LMXBs in GCs because the stellar density is so high. Verbunt & Lewin (2006) summarized potential candidates for a number of GC-LMXBs in the literature, with most being classified as a 'faint star' or having no clear counterpart. The LMXB in NGC 6624 could be a white dwarf or stripped core of an evolved main sequence star. NGC 7078 (M15) has 2 LMXBs, where X-1 is thought to have a red giant companion and X-2 a blue star as its companion. The orbital period of an LMXB was often used as an indicator of the type of companion, with orbital periods < 1 h meaning degenerate stars, 3 h ≤ P orb ≤ 10 h indicating main sequence stars, and > 10 h for giants. While these studies have suggested a number of LMXB companions are main sequence stars, this is based on the identification of a blue optical counterpart near/at the position of the X-ray source. The accretion disc of an LMXB is known to emit in the UV, which further complicates optical counterpart identification. With no confirmation of counterparts for any LMXBs, we cannot say with any certainty that RGB stars are or are not companions. Population synthesis models (e.g. Ivanova et al. 2008) have predicted that the LMXB formation rate is highest for neutron stars with main sequence donors. However, the mass transfer rates and thus X-ray luminosities of these systems are low (< 10 37 erg s −1 ). Therefore red giant companions are thought to compose the brightest LMXBs because they provide the necessary mass transfer rates to drive higher L X (Fragos et al. 2008 (Fragos et al. , 2009 . Only three of the bright GC-LMXBs in the Milky Way have X-ray luminosities 10 37 erg s −1 , the sources in NGC 6441, NGC 6624, and Liller 1 (Liu et al. 2007) , where Liller 1 is not part of our sample. From these candidates and their L X values we can infer that 2 of the 10 LMXBs in different clusters from our sample possibly have RGB star companions.
LMXB Compact Object Type
We still have not addressed the impact that the accretor in the LMXB has on our interpretation. If the compact object in a GC-LMXB is a black hole, those with luminosities > 10 37 erg s −1 don't require RGB star companions. In any case, the compact objects in bright Milky Way GC-LMXBs are all neutron stars. Only 4 black hole candidates have been identified to date, with two detected in radio and not X-ray (Strader et al. 2012) , and two with X-ray luminosities < 10 33 erg s −1 (Chomiuk et al. 2013; Miller-Jones et al. 2015) . Nonetheless, Ivanova et al. (2010) found that RGB stars have a similar effect on the production of black hole LMXBs indirectly by increasing the formation rates of the seeds (LMXBs with red giant donors) of black hole-white dwarf binaries.
RGB Star Proxies and Metallicity
Our study attempted to address why metal-rich GCs produce more LMXBs than metal-poor GCs by investigating the relationship between the number density of RGB stars in a GC and GC metallicity. Even if our sample of GC-LMXBs does not have RGB star donors, we are still probing the relationship between the number density of RGB stars and metallicity of all GCs and not just those with an LMXB. If all metal-rich GCs had much higher RGB star densities than metal-poor ones, it would be evidence to support the impact of GC metallicity on LMXB formation (we point out that N13 did find a trend of increasing number counts on the RGB bump with increasing metallicity). In Figure 5 , the RGB star number density does appear to be larger for metal-rich LMXBs compared to the best-fitting relation, and the overall distribution is correlated with [Fe/H] based on Spearman and Kendall Rank tests. However, we caution that the explicit dependence of volume on r h , which is correlated with both LMXB formation and metallicity, biases this result. As we stated above, the correlation of r h with [Fe/H] is purely dynamical as a result of Galactocentric distance effects from tidal interactions. When investigating the effect of RGB star density on GC metallicity, it is difficult to remove the correlation that density (through r h ) has on metallicity.
To exclude the intrinsic dependence of density on metallicity, we can use the RGB frac parameter. While RGB frac only represents the number of RGB stars per M and not a volume density, it is independent of mass and density, which both influence LMXB formation. Therefore RGB frac can be used as an independent probe of whether the number of RGB stars in a GC varies with metallicity, explaining the enhanced production of LMXBs in metal-rich GCs. From Figure 4 , we found no dependence between the RGB frac parameter and metallicity. Although we cannot reject the null hypothesis based on a Spearman's Rank test, this does not mean that RGB frac and [Fe/H] are not correlated. The shallow slope from the least squares fit and large uncertainties on RGB frac are an indication that further analysis with improved measurements would lead to a more robust result. As a result we cannot claim there is an independent relationship between RGB star number density and metallicity.
Degeneracy of GC Parameters Affecting LMXB Formation
Our goal was to determine the underlying physical cause for the metallicity dependence of GC-LMXBs. Both the number of RGB stars and the density of RGB stars are related to the GC mass (Figure 3 ) and r h (Section 5.3) respectively. These parameters (GC mass and r h ) are already known to be indicators of whether a GC hosts an LMXB. Therefore the argument invokes parameters that are known to affect LMXB formation to explain the metallicity dependence. Given that there is no mass-metallicity relation in the Galaxy, we have removed GC mass from our correlation by normalizing for it. However, the dependence of r h on metallicity is confounding because it is instead attributed to a dependence of r h on Galactocentric distance. The purely dynamical origin for this relationship (i.e. tidal interactions/stripping) is telling since dynamical interactions promote LMXB formation. If metal-rich GCs are more likely to have an active dynamical history, possibly due to a highly inclined orbit about the disc in a galaxy or the surrounding environment, they will preferentially form LMXBs. Kim et al. (2006) showed that GCs closer to the centres of galaxies are more likely to harbour LMXBs than those in the outskirts, due to Galactic tidal forces that cause GCs to have smaller core radii (higher central densities). However, a study of NGC 1399 by Paolillo et al. (2011) found that GC-LMXBs follow the radial distribution of their parent GC population and argued against any external dynamical effects from the galaxy influencing LMXB formation in GCs. Tidal stripping from GCs usually occurs in galaxy centres and has not been confirmed at larger Galactocentric distances, while the metallicity effect for LMXBs holds at all Galactocentric distances (Kim et al. 2013; Mineo et al. 2014) . If external dynamics do contribute to the GC-LMXB metallicity effect, the dynamical formation/evolution of metal-rich and metal-poor GCs would have to be different throughout a galaxy. Therefore, while we confirmed the prediction from Ivanova et al. (2012) that the number density of RGB stars is larger in metal-rich GCs, we cannot claim that it is the (sole) underlying cause of the metallicity effect on LMXB formation.
IMPROVEMENTS AND FUTURE WORK
To improve our analysis a number of developments need to take place. Firstly, the uncertainties on measurements of GC distances and luminosities need to be improved. The end-of-mission GAIA data will improve distance measurements for GCs, which is currently one of the dominant sources of uncertainty in all GC studies. Higher spatial resolution data using JWST that covers the entire GC population will improve both number statistics and consistency between GCs. Specifically, observing the complete extent of each GC will reduce the large uncertainties associated with luminosity correction. The M/L ratios we used can be inaccurate but are internally consistent, only resulting in a systematic error in GC mass. However, our largest source of uncertainty in RGB frac comes from the modelled M/L ratios used to determine masses, which limits the both the interpretation and significance of our results. Followup work to localize LMXBs with Chandra and analyse the optical counterparts in HST images in the X-ray error ellipse can yield further insight on companions. Future endeavours will need to reduce the uncertainty on GC parameters in order to obtain more robust results. The GCs in M31 might appear to be ideal targets for many reasons. First, each GC is at the same distance and data is available for the entire cluster, eliminating two of the largest uncertainties in our work. The recently completed Panchromatic Hubble Andromeda Treasury survey obtained 6-filter photometry in the UV to NIR for one-third of M31's disc, and is complete for the bright-end of the RGB in the field. However, the central stellar density in M31's ≈ 500 GCs is too high to count RGB stars with current observations. Therefore our analysis remains restricted to our Galaxy and improving measurements such as M/L. As Ivanova et al. (2012) stated, a population synthesis study that includes red giants will also advance our understanding of their effect while controlling for GC parameters such as the affect r h has on RGB star density. This could be accomplished using models with the same r h over a wide range of metallicity at fixed mass and Galactocentric distance. The second part of the prediction from Ivanova et al. (2012) stated that the average masses of RGB stars should be larger in metal-rich GCs. This could be investigated observationally using estimates of stellar masses from isochrone-fitting across the red giant branch or spectral analysis. Lastly, with the upcoming launch of eROSITA, which will detect all XRBs in our galaxy down to ∼ 10 33 erg s −1 , it will be possible to survey qLMXBs in GCs and determine any relationship between their formation or luminosity distribution and GC parameters such as metallicity.
SUMMARY
One of the unanswered questions in GC-LMXB studies is the origin of the metallicity effect. Why are there ∼ 3 times more LMXBs in metal-rich GCs compared to metal-poor ones? In this work we investigated this relationship using the hypothesis that the RGB star number density is correlated with metallicity, and thus is the underlying physical cause of the correlation. We used HST data from the ACS and WFPC2 instruments for 109 unique Milky Way GCs to calculate the number of RGB stars, N RGB . We made corrections for the fraction of cluster light observed and foreground star contamination. Normalizing by GC mass we found no correlation between RGB frac (number of RGB stars per M ) and metallicity. Because RGB stars are likely mass-segregated, many will be located within the half-light radius of a GC. We normalized RGB frac by the GC volume at the half-light radius to find the number density of RGB stars. The RGB star number density was correlated with metallicity [Fe/H], indicating the underlying cause of the LMXB preference for metal-rich GCs. Spearman and Kendall Rank tests gave p-values of 0.00016 and 0.00021 and coefficients r s = 0.35 and τ = 0.24 respectively.
However, we caution that this result is inherently biased by the half-light radius r h , which affects LMXB formation rate and is possibly negatively correlated with GC metallicity. The dynamical origin of the r h -metallicity correlation (tidal stripping) suggests that metal-rich GCs may have had more active dynamical histories, which would promote LMXB formation. In addition, not all LMXBs have RGB star companions, but this does not preclude a relationship between RGB star density and [Fe/H] . No correlation between qLMXBs (number or RGB star parameters) and GC metallicity was found, although a qLMXB census in Galactic GCs is needed to further this analysis. Follow-up observations of Milky Way GCs with JWST that cover the entire cluster extent will reduce uncertainties, as will updated distance measurements with GAIA. Even next generation space-based optical telescopes will not have the capability to study promising extragalactic GCs in e.g. M31, where a more consistent, relevant, and robust analysis would be possible. An investigation of the average masses of RGB stars in relation to Milky Way GC metallicity would provide further insight into this intriguing problem. 
